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FEDERAL COURT RULING COULD END MANY FOREST FEES  
Judge Finds Hiking and Parking Fees Are Not Authorized In Fee Law 
 
By Robert Funkhouser 
September 6, 2006 
  
A mild-mannered, churchgoing, Tucson legal secretary has pulled the legal rug out from 
under a major Forest Service fee program, and potentially from hundreds of similar 
programs nationwide. 
 
When Chris Wallace decided to fight the two tickets she received last September for 
hiking on Mt Lemmon without displaying a $5 access pass on her parked car, the Forest 
Service got more than they bargained for. With the help of California attorney Mary 
Ellen Barilotti, she challenged whether the Forest Service has legal authority to charge 
the fee.  
 
On September 5, United States Magistrate Judge Charles R. Pyle agreed with Wallace. 
He dismissed both her tickets because the Mt Lemmon fee does not meet federal 
requirements.  
 
Similar fee programs that are potentially affected by the ruling include Mt Evans in 
Colorado, Sandia Byway in New Mexico, American Fork Canyon in Utah, the Northwest 
Forest Pass in Washington and Oregon, and the Adventure Pass in Southern California. 
The Forest Service has appealed the decision. 
 
Wallace’s case hinged on the restrictions spelled out in the Federal Lands Recreation 
Enhancement Act (FLREA), which was passed by Congress as an appropriations rider in 
December 2004. The FLREA repealed the unpopular Fee Demo law and replaced it with 
a permanent, but more restrictive, fee authority. The FLREA specifically prohibits fees 
for parking, for hiking through Forest Service lands, for undeveloped camping, or for 
access to backcountry.  
 
Despite the new restrictions, the Forest Service issued internal guidelines allowing 
parking, hiking, and access fees in areas the agency designated as “High Impact 
Recreation Areas” or HIRAs. Using the HIRA as a shield, fees continued essentially 
unchanged from what they had been under the almost unlimited Fee Demo authority. At 
Mt Lemmon, that meant paying $5 a day for roadside parking, toilet use, undeveloped 
camping, and access to over 100 miles of hiking trails.  
 
The question before the court was whether the HIRA designation overruled the FLREA’s 
prohibitions on those kinds of fees. Judge Pyle’s answer was a resounding “no.” 
 



“With respect to the 20 developed trailheads [on Mt Lemmon], never in the 42 year 
history of fee-charging on federal lands has fee-charging for trailheads ever been 
contemplated by Congress. . .Of the 48 sites identified by the USFS, only nine picnic 
areas are appropriate for a standard amenity recreation fee.” He concludes by saying, 
“The USFS needs to abide by the constraints of Congress and allow reasonable access to 
dispersed areas for low impact activities.” 
 
The ruling confirms charges that the Western Slope No Fee Coalition has made since 
early 2005. The Colorado-based Coalition has conducted surveys, testified to Congress, 
and published research papers showing that 75% of the 1,339 recreation sites within 
HIRAs nationwide are not in compliance with the law. 
 
“The FLREA does not define or authorize High Impact Recreation Areas,” according to 
Coalition co-founder Kitty Benzar. “While this ruling leaves the Forest Service free to 
designate an area as a HIRA, it clarifies that the individual sites within the HIRA still are 
subject to the restrictions in the law. Hundreds of trailheads, scenic roads, and dispersed 
camping areas should be returned to the people for free use now that the court has 
spoken.” 
 
Forest Service response to the decision so far has consisted of dire warnings about having 
to close sites for lack of funds if the fee revenue dries up. But another Forest Service 
policy, Recreation Site Facility Master Planning (RSFMP), already has between 2,000 
and 5,000 sites slated for closure, with little or no public review. RSFMP is billed as an 
attempt to get caught up on deferred maintenance and bring facility operations and 
maintenance costs in line with recreation budgets.  
 
Ten years ago, when Fee Demo was foisted on the public without congressional debate, it 
was supposed to provide extra revenue to solve the deferred maintenance problem. 
Instead, fee revenues replaced appropriated tax dollars, which were then diverted into the 
Forest Service bureaucracy, never to be seen again. In audit after audit, the GAO has 
been unable to confirm the Forest Service’s estimates of their maintenance backlog. 
Whether their fiscal management is intentionally inscrutable or merely inept, the result is 
that millions of dollars appropriated by Congress for recreation site operations and 
maintenance go missing every year. As one Forest Service critic said, “Enron may have 
cooked their books, but at least they had books.” 
 
The Wallace decision combined with the recent exposure of the RSFMP site closure 
plans together paint a picture of a federal agency out of control. It is high time that 
Congress stepped in and demanded accountability for recreation appropriations and 
compliance with federal law from the Forest Service. The right of the American people to 
access lands that they own and already pay to maintain is on the line. 
 
  
Funkhouser is President of The Western Slope No-Fee Coalition, a national 
organization based in Durango, Colorado that has called for repeal of the Federal 



Lands Recreation Enhancement Act (FLREA). The Wallace decision and an 
analysis of the RSFMP policy can be read at www.westernslopenofee.org.  
 


